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THE FALKIRK WHEEL 
The first stop on our way to Inverness will be 

the remarkable Falkirk Wheel the World’s only 
rotating boat lift. This beautiful marvel of 
engineering was designed to reconnect the Forth 
and Clyde Canal with the Union Canal and is  
 

 

located in a natural amphitheater at Rough Castle. 

The Falkirk Wheel can carry eight or more boats at a 

time with a single trip taking about 60 minutes The 

plan to regenerate the canals of central Scotland to 

reconnect Glasgow with Edinburgh was led by 

British Waterways with support and funding from 

seven local authorities, plus the Scottish Enterprise 

Network, the European Regional Development Fund 

and the Millennium Commission. It was decided 

early on to create a dramatic 21st century landmark 

structure to reconnect the canals, instead of simply 

recreating the historic lock flight. Designs were 

submitted for a boat lift to link the canals, with the 

design-winning Falkirk Wheel. As with many 

Millennium Commission projects, the site includes a 

visitors' centre containing a shop, café and 

exhibition centre which is close to the eastern end 

of the Antonine wall, built AD 140’s on the orders of 

the Roman Emperor Antonius Pius. To preserve the 

ancient roman fort and wall - which is mostly a soil 

berm rather than a wall - that extends to Kilpatrick 

on the north side of Glasgow to a new section of the 

canal that has a tunnel passing under the fort?    
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The Antonine Wall (The Devil’s Dyke) that 
crosses Scotland is not as well-known, nor is it as 
well-preserved as Hadrian’s Wall. The inscription 
reads ‘For the Emperor Caesar Titus Aelius Hadrianus 
Antoninus Augustus Pius, Father of his Country, the 
Second Augustan Legion completed [the Wall] over a 
distance of 4655 paces’.  
 

 
Each legion carved their own distance markers over 
parts of the wall they were responsible for building 
and protecting. At regular intervals there would be a 
watch tower - very few of which remain. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
After Falkirk we pass by Stirling Castle where, 

on September 9
th

, 1543, Mary Queen of Scots was 
crowned Queen in the Chapel at Stirling Castle.   
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Battle of Sheriffmuir 1717 

 Five miles north of Stirling, on the way to 
Perth, we pass the site of the famous Battle of 
Sherrifmuir that was fought early on the morning of 
13th November 1715 between the Jacobite army 
under the Earl of Mar, which formed up on the low 
moors, opposing the ‘British’ government army 
commanded by the Duke of Argyll.  

Before the Old Pretender ever set foot on 
Scottish soil, the Earl of Mar raised the Jacobite 
standard at Braemar on September 6, 1715 in 
support of the restoration of the Catholic Stuart 
Kings. The rising was doomed to fail from the start, 
especially since the promise of lavish military aid 
from the French came to naught given that Louis XIV 
had died on September 1.  It was said that hopes for 
the Stuart cause sank as he declined and died. Even 
then, if Mar had proceeded resolutely, the rebellion 
might still have succeeded. The Jacobites captured 
Perth and might have taken Edinburgh too had Mar - 
known as Bobbin' John – had not dallied for weeks, 
giving the Hanoverian forces vital time to prepare. 

 On November 13, 1715, the armies met at 
Sheriffmuir, The outcome should have been certain, 
for the government army of between 3,000 and 
5,000 men was opposed by a Jacobite army greater 
than twice that number. The threat faced by the 
Duke of Argyle, who commanded the government 
forces, was stark.  A defeat would have left the way 
into 

Argyll’s main task, then, was simply to bar the route 
south.  

 Owing to the rising and uneven ground, the 
opposing armies outflanked each other, resulting in   
right wing of each army overwhelming the left wing 
of the other.  The Highlanders on the Jacobites' left 

wing fought bravely for some three hours, but were 
driven back by Argyle's dragoons to the Allan Water, 
from where further retreat was impossible. It is 
probable that many died from drowning. 

 The battle as a whole was indecisive.  Mar 
simply withdrew his troops back to Perth.  .  Which 
gave rise to the famous song Sheriffmuir by 
Murdoch McLellan – the first and third verse are:- 

 
 

There's some say that we wan 
and some say that they wan 

And some say that nane wan at a' man. 
But one thing is sure that at Sheriff Muir 

A battle was fought on that day man, 
And we ran and they ran and they ran and we ran 

And we ran and they ran awa’ man. 
Whether we wan or they wan or they wan or we wan 

Or if there was winnin' at a' man, 
There's nae man can tell save our brave general 

Wha first began runnin' awa' ma; 
And we ran and they ran and they ran and we ran 

And we ran and they ran awa’ man 

 
 Although the rebellion continued for some 

weeks more, it effectively ended at Sheriffmuir.  
Even the late arrival of James Charles Edward Stuart 
“the Old Pretender” on 22 December 1715 in his 
attempt to reclaim the throne could not turn the 
Jacobites' fortunes around.   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Historians often claim the famous Rob Roy 

MacGregor (alias Robert Campbell), having joined 

the cause of the Stuarts in 1715, could have turned 

the battle to the Jacobites favour, but is infamous 

for holding back his clan from engaging the Duke of 
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Argyll’s army. But Argyll who was a Campbell, was 

Rob’s protector and related to him. Rob’s mother 

was a cousin of John Campbell Earl of Breadalbane – 

hence his alias Robert Campbell. Rob Roy looms 

large in Scottish Highland history – often referred to 

as a Highland Robber. But his life and business 

dealings and the esteem by which he was held 

among the Lordly Dukes to humble crofters which 

will be outline in a section of the chapter on the 

Trossachs forests. 

      
 
 
 
 
 

                  
 In 1745 the second Jacobite rebellion began in 

an attempt to restore the Stuarts to the monarchy. 
This time it was led by Prince Charles Edward Stuart 
- “Bonnie Prince Charlie.” At first Charles’s army 
seem to be succeeding by defeating the Hanoverian 
King George II’s army at Prestonpans, east of 
Edinburgh. Later the Jacobite army reached Derby in 
north England only to be ordered back to Scotland 
and eventual defeated at the Battle of Culloden near 
Inverness. To the Scots, particularly Highlanders, the 
final battle on Culloden moor near Inverness is still 
remembered by scots as if it happened only 
yesterday, 

                        
 
 

  

Rob Roy MacGregor 
(Alias Robert Campbell of Inversnaid) 

Left-Right: James Stuart “The Old Pretender’; Earl of Mar “Bobbing John”; John 

Campbell, 2nd Duke of Argyll, Prince Charles Edward Stuart (Bonnie Prince Charlie)  
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At Dunkeld, we cross the Highland Boundary 
Fault; i.e., from great expanses of lowland farms 
into the majestic mountains and forested glens. The 
Highland Fault was a cultural divide insofar as Gaelic 
was the dominant language in the highlands and 
Scots the lowlands – both having many local 
dialects.  

In fact, the modern Scottish parliament 
debates in three official languages; i.e., English, 
Gaelic and Scots and, for written language, what 
they call Scottish Standard English. So, in the great 
art of obfuscation (i.e., concealment of intended 
meaning in communication, making communication 
confusing, intentionally ambiguous, and more 
difficult to interpret.) an honorable member of the 
Scottish parliament and bureaucrats use any one of 
the 10 regional and at least 56 district dialects.  

West Central dialect 
North East dialect 
Shetland dialect 
Ulster dialect 
The Orcadian dialect 
East Central dialect 
Angus and Tayside dialect 
Borders dialect 
Caithness dialect 
Galloway dialect 
Sad to report though, that BBC Scotland is 

dulling the Scots brogue with a polished Etonian 
Scots; forcing us Scots to be clear and concise in our 
speech. Och! There’s times when ah dinnae ken whit 
the loons at the BBC Scotland are oan aboot?  Sadly, 
Scotland is losing many of its wonderful dialects. 
But, with a keen ear, you should still be able hear 
some of the district dialects with traces of Old 
Norse. Of course, many place names and 
geographical features are derivatives of Norse.  

Up until the 18
th

 century and perhaps later, the 
division between Gaelic and Scots speakers along 
the Highland Fault was very distinct and quite often 
aroused passionate objections. A fine example of it 
is recorded Statistical Account of Scotland dated 
1792 concerning the appointment of Rev. Alexander 
McLagan in 1687 as minister to Little Dunkeld Parish 
and also as sub-dean of Dunkeld Cathedral. Because 
he couldn’t speak Gaelic, many of the parishioners 
objected to his appointment. So he was told to learn 
Gaelic and apparently rebuked for not doing so. But 
he made an effort and thought himself reasonable 

good enough to preach in Gaelic in Strathbraan (the 
valley where one enters the Highlands at Dunkeld). 
Unfortunately, he spoke Gaelic so badly that the 
congregation at Craigvinean stoned him.  

Later, in 1824 there was another disturbance in 
the Parish on the same matter regarding a 
prospective candidate for parish minister who didn’t 
know Gaelic, and the Presbytery pointed out that 
Gaelic was the common language of the parish and 
had been used most of the time at Little Dunkeld 
and exclusively at nearby Lagganallachy (Laggan).  

At the rebuilding of the Little Dunkeld church, 
25 years before, services were conducted in Gaelic. 
At Communion sessions, there were Gaelic services 
in the churchyard simultaneously with English, and 
that nine out of twelve Table Services were in 
Gaelic.  

When the case was brought before the General 
Assembly and many distinguished advocates 
appeared in it. Advocate Jeffrey affirmed that Little 
Dunkeld was not in the Highlands, but only "the 
mouth." Dr. Andrew Thomson’s retort, it is said, 
really won the case: - "Whoever heard of a Highland 
mouth without a Highland tongue," and the General 
Assembly respectfully told the Officers of the Crown 
they must find a qualified person for this Cure. Not 
many parishioners nowadays could follow a Gaelic 
sermon, not even in Strathbraan. 

 
 
 
 

  

Little Dunkeld Church  
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Beatrix Potter and one of famous Peter Rabbit 

books and the Beatrix Garden in Birnam. 

A grand Victorian Birnam Hotel behind 
which is 1000 year old oak of made famous in 
Shakespeare’s “MacBeth”. 

Beatrix Potter 
Approaching Dunkeld Bridge over the River 

Tay, are the quiet little villages of Little Dunkeld and 
Birnam built in the Victorian age when the railway 
station was built. Birnam has an exceptionally fine 
hotel. A short walk behind the beautiful Victorian 
Birnam Hotel is the ancient Birnam Oak - made 
famous by Shakespeare’s MacBeth (described in 
another chapter). Among Birnam’s regular patrons 
in the Victorian era, was the famous author and 
illustrator Beatrix Potter (1866-1941). It was here 
that Beatrix developed her interest in wildlife, 
drawing and painting during her childhood summers 
spent at Dalguise House in the adjacent Parish of 
Little Dunkeld. 

In 1893 she wrote a letter to a little boy whom 
she introduced to Flopsy, Mopsy, Cottontail and 
Peter, those little rabbits loved by generations of 
children all over the world. The first story was the 
tale of Peter Rabbit (published in 1902) and 22 more 
followed. Other characters from the books were 
inspired by local worthies - the most famous being 
Mrs. Tiggywinkle - inspired by a Dalguise 
washerwoman 
 

William Shakespeare's Macbeth (published c. 
1603–1607) is based on the historical King Macbeth 
of Scotland and his feud with his cousin King Duncan 
who resided at Dunkeld. 

The story is derived largely from the account in 
Holinshed's Chronicles (1587) - a history of Britain. In 
the play, Macbeth is a Scottish noble and a valiant 
military man. He is portrayed throughout the play as 
an antagonistic anti-hero. At the urging of his wife, 
Lady Macbeth, he commits regicide and becomes 
King of Scotland. He thereafter lives in anxiety and 
fear, unable to rest or to trust his nobles. He leads a 
reign of terror until defeated by MacDuff and the 
throne is restored to the rightful heir King Duncan's 
son Malcolm II. 

No one knows how old the ‘MacBeth’ oak is, 
but it is considered the last relic of a very ancient 
forest and is thought to be at least 1,000 years old. 
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The Duke of Atholl’s 18th century Gardeners Cottage in 

Dunkeld where Sandy Robertson lodged while working in 

Craigvinean Forest. This was the home of the gardener who 

discovered the famous Dunkeld hybrid larch. 

Adjoining Birnam is the beautiful Parish of 
Little Dunkeld. Bishop, James Bruss (Bruce), who was 
appointed to the See in 1441, complains of the 
troublesome Robertson of Struan "Robert Reoch 
Macdonoquhy, a scourge to the church and 
plundered the church lands of Little Dunkeld."  

It has been suggested that it might have been 
these godless Robertson invaders, and not the law-
abiding parishioners, who are alluded to in the local 
derisive rhyme in braid Scots:- 

"Oh what a parish, a terrible parish, 
Oh what a parish is Little Dunkel’, 
They hae hangit the minister, drouned the precentor, 
Dung doon the steeple and drucken the bell. 
Though the steeple was doon, the kirk was still 
staunin’, 
They biggit a lum where the bell used tae hang, 
A stell-pat they gat an’ they brewed Highland whisky, 
On Sundays they drank it, an’ rantit an’ sang." 

Craigvinean Forest covers most of the parish where I 
spent a couple of years with the Forestry 
Commission. Understandably, as a Robertson, I 
thought it prudent to keep well clear of the Parish 
ministers.  

At Inver, we set up a temporary transplant tree 
nursery in 1960 to absorb surplus seedbed stock 
from a larger nursery farther south (possibly from 
Tulliallan nursery near Alloa). Here we used a 
combination of Paterson transplant boards and a 
newly developed Ledmore molder to eliminate most 
of the spade work (supposedly to replace the back-

breaking spade work and speed up the planting. It 
didn’t!) 

The driver is unknown, but a young Alexander 
(Sandy) Robertson is unhinging the Patterson boards 
as the transplanter ‘fills-in’ bare root seedlings while 
also making a neat  furrow for the next row of 
seedlings.  The tree nursery produced only one and 
perhaps two crops of 2+2 coniferous seedlings. 
Shortly after, when the nursery closed, the nursery 
site was planted (probably stock was used to plant 
up the site which now carries a splendid coniferous 
forest of high-grade timber). 
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Neil Gow                              Charles MacIntosh 

Neil Gow 
While toiling in the new tree nursery at Inver, I 

would glance over and see the cottage where the 
legendary Scottish violinist and composer Neil Gow 
lived. Years later, I was to learn of yet another 
legendary Inver resident the fiddler and Naturalist 
Charles MacIntosh.  

 

 
Charles had in his possession a manuscript “A Border 
Bagpipe Repertoire prick’d down by William Dixon 
AD 1733”.  

In 1909, he gave the book to Lady Dorothy 
Ruggles-Brise, the eldest daughter of the Duke of 
Atholl. Charles told her Ladyship that “It was no use 
to anyone. I'll put it in the fire.” Fortunately Her 
Ladyship retrieved it.  

Turns out the manuscript is the earliest known 
written music for the Northumbrian and Scottish 
small pipes? In 1995, Matt Seattle reproduced the 
tunes in his book “The Master Piper”  

Although, being a Scottish Country Dancer, I 
was aware of Neil Gow’s tunes, but didn’t realize I 
passed his house every time I walked into the 
forestry station beside it. Several decades later, in 
my ‘60’s, I resolved to learn both the Scottish Small 
Pipes and the Great Highland Bagpipes. So I 
commissioned Hamish Moore, champion piper and 
leading expert in making Scottish small pipes, and 
one of the leaders behind the Scottish Small Pipe 
revival, to make a set for me. Hamish lives and 
works in his shop at Fungarth Steading which is on 
the opposite side of the River Tay from Gow’s and 
MacIntosh’s houses at Inver. The beautiful set of 
Scottish Small pipes Hamish made for me is of 

Greenwood (Lignum  viteae) with gold-plated 
ferrules. 
 

 
 
 
  

  

Teaching Reyner the Icelandic  

Landscape Architect the wee pipes. 
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The oldest Perthshire castles have long since 
lost their military significance and have been 
considerably enlarged and remodeled, in the 
Scottish Baronial style of the Victorian age. But 
many ancient castles still retain some of the 
elements of their original medieval architecture. 
Most have fine gardens and have tourist apartments 
and self-catering cottages for rent. A fine example is 
Fingask Castle near Perth. 

 
Most castles are also set in beautiful, well 

managed landscapes such as this example with 
meadows, shelterbelts and woodlands on the 
outskirts of Perth.   

 
 

 

A few kilometers north of Perth, at Meikleour, 
is the tallest hedge in the world according to the 
Guinness Book of Records. It is 30 m tall and 530 m 
long and requires the services of the local fire 
brigade to keep it neatly trimmed. The hedge was 
planted by Jean Mercer of Meikleour in 1746 
following the death of her husband Robert Murray 
Nairne at the battle of Culloden. She allowed the 
hedge to grow towards the heavens as a tribute to 
his memory. 
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Loch Rannoch and Schiehallion 
Heartland of Clan Robertson 

 As we pass Blair Atholl we should get a 
glimpse of Schiehallion 'fairy mountain of 
Caledonia'; i.e., ‘Schie’ as in banshee, and ‘hallion' 
from 'Caledonia' - an ancient name for Scotland.  

Rev. John Sinclair, Earl of Caithness and parish 
Minister of Kinloch Rannoch, noted that 
"Schiehallion is distinguished as a widely known and 
very beautiful mountain.  

 
Behold the Kinloch Rannoch lounging place,         
 That bridge of Robertsonian sighs of old,  
Whose forfeited estate supplied the gold 
That built it 'mid the groaning’s of that race." 
                                 Rev. John Sinclair. 

 
It was on its hillsides, in 1774, that Dr. 

Maskelyne, the Astronomer Royal, made those 
famous observations “on the attraction of the 
Pendulum by a large but determinate mass of 
matter, which afforded the data from which the 
weight of the earth was approximately ascertained; 
and, accordingly, wherever there is an association of 
scientific men throughout the civilized world, the 
name of Schiehallion is familiarly known to them in 
this connection." 

 
Hoary Schiehallion's lofty cone, and Beinn a' chuallaich steep, 
Over the graves of bygone Chiefs, a faithful guard they keep; 
Dear to our hearts, Dunalastair, hallowed still the ground 
Where our beloved Poet Chief sweet sanctuary found; 

Alasdair Stuart Robertson 1973 

 
Schiehallion and much of Strathtay belonged to 

Alexander Robertson of Struan (c1670-1749) the 
13th Chief of Clan Donnachaidh. He is known as the 
“warrior  poet” and was the most colourful and 
most celebrated of all Robertson chiefs and highly 
regarded by all Scottish clan chiefs in his own time.  

An ardent supporter of the exiled Stuart 
monarchy, he is the only Chief  known to have 
fought in all three Jacobite rebellions to restore a 
Catholic monarchy. At the battle of Sherrifmuir in 
1715 Alexander charged so far ahead of his men that 
a party of government dragoons briefly captured 
him. But his men returned and saved him, just as he 
was being forced at sword point to hand over his 
purse of gold to one of the Dragoons. As the 
government trooper fled, he called back to 
Alexander, “Your purse by right is mine”. “Yes it is”, 
replied the chief. “Why don’t you come back for it?” 
Apparently, weeks later Alexander discovered the 
man’s name and sent his purse and gold to an 
address in Carlisle.  

When he wasn’t fleeing from the government, 
or from his many creditors, he entertained in lavish 
style, drinking and reciting the poems he had 
written – many of them quite scandalous, sexually 
explicit and seditious in nature. Alexander was a 
notorious misogynist, and women were forbidden to 
visit his retreat at Dunalastair.  
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A volume of Struan Robertson’s poems was 

published after his death in 1749 at the age of 81. 
An edition was reprinted at Edinburgh in 1785, 
containing also the "History and Martial 
Achievements of the Robertson’s of Strowan". He is 
said to be the prototype of the Baron of 
Bradwardine in Sir Walter Scott’s "Waverley 
Novels". 

The ECCO (Eighteenth Century Collections 
Online) has made a facsimile of Struan Robertson’s 
“The History of Martial Arts” which I assure 
sensitive reader has none of his bawdy poems and 
all that is suitable for gentle ears. 

“Let those unmanly men of fears 
With downcast looks and hanging ears 
Who think each shadow that appears 
An enemy pursuing, 
Let such faint hearted slaves be gone 
The dangers of the field to shun, 
We'll make Argyll once more to run 
And think on what he's doing.”  

Alexander Robertson of Strowan  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                        
 

 

 Alexander was trained to be a priest and 
studied under John Menzie, Regent of the University 
of St. Andrews and acquired many literary friends 
along the way. So it is not surprising that his 
reputation as a great poet prevails. 

 
THE HOLY ODE 

When I survey this mighty frame, 
With all its Orbs around, 

Tho’ still on motion, still in same, 
In space without a bound: 

The various seasons of the year 
In beauteous order fall, 

Which Makes it to our reason clear, 
That God must govern all. 

Yet do we find, to our disgrace, 
Of miscreants profane, 

A crooked, perverse, stubborn race, 
 Who scoffingly maintain, 
Because they prosper in their lust, 

And Virtue’s force defy, 
That heaven approves of the unjust; 

Or there’s no God on High. 
Thus haughty Man, in reason low 

Compar’d with thee, all-wise! 
Perfumes he can secret know 

That’s hid from human eyes. 
Why wilt thou end our friendly strife, 

And post so fast away? 
When thou are gone, sport no more, 

Perhaps no more we’ll meet; 
Can he that made restrain his pow’r 

To make our joys complete. 
Farewell my soul, thy untr’d flight 

Dissolves me to tears; 
O! how I dread eternal night, 

Yet hope forbid my fears. 
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The Robertson crest badge of a Dexter hand 
upholding an imperial crown recognizes the clan’s 
help in finding the killers of King James I. It is in 
honour of Robert ‘Riabhach‘ that his descendants 
took the name Robertson. With the exception of 
royalty, no one else in Europe is permitted to display 
an imperial crown as a crest. The King also elevated 
the 4th Chief’s lands to a free feudal barony of 
Struan and was given the Clan motto "Virtutis Gloria 
Merces" (Glory is the Reward of Valour). 

 Robert 'Riabhach' ('Grizzled') - 4th Chief 
of Clan Donnachaidh, was a strong supporter of King 
James I (1406–1437), who was brutally murdered in 
front of his wife by assassins at the Blackfriars 
Dominican Friary in Perth. Grizzled Robert tracked 
down and captured two of the assassins - Sir Robert 
Graham and the King's uncle, the Earl of Atholl. They 
were, naturally, executed. 

In 1837, William F. Skene, the eminent 
historian of Scottish clans, notes "The Robertsons of 
Struan are unquestionably the oldest family in 
Scotland, being the sole remaining branch of that 
Royal House of Atholl which occupied the throne of 
Scotland during the 11th and 12th centuries”. 

Clan Donnachaidh meaning "The children of 
Duncan," emerged from the union of the Scottish 
and Pictish kingdoms. The name comes from the 
Gaelic word "clann" meaning child and 
"Donnachaidh" the Gaelic spelling of the name 
Duncan. Robertsons were known to the Romans as 
the Kaledonioi, (Caledonians), and were the only 
race in Europe that could not be defeated by the 
armies of Imperial Rome. 

The Robertson clan is of course Norse in origin 
being descended from King Malcolm II, who reigned 
from 1005 to 1034. He was the last king in the direct 
male line to descend from Kenneth MacAlpine, who 
united the Scots and the Picts in 843 A.D. and is 
considered to be the founder of Scotland. After 
Malcolm's murder, his grandson became King 
Duncan II, who in turn was murdered by MacBeth. 
Duncan's son, Malcolm killed MacBeth and became 
King Malcolm III Ceann Mor (Canmore.). It was 
during Canmore’s 37 year reign that the Highland 
Games were established to choose the best soldiers. 

The first Chief of the Clan was Donnachaidh 
Reamhair, (Stout Duncan) that is stout in battle 
rather than in belly. He was a famous warrior and a 
strong supporter of Robert the Bruce. At the famous 

Battle of Bannockburn, June, 24, 1314, Duncan 
commanded a force of 2,000. Prior to this Crown 
charter, the clan lands were held as vassals of the 
Earls of Atholl. Alexander Robertson, 13th chief (b. 
1668) joined the Jacobite rising of 1689 and was 
taken prisoner a few weeks after the defeat of the 
Jacobites at the Battle of Dunkeld. After being 
released Alexander went to live in France for 
thirteen years, where he served in the French army. 
He returned to Scotland in 1703. 

After the defeat of the 1745/46 rebellion the 
Robertson lands became part of the Forfeited 
Estates, although most of the Barony of Struan was 
restored to the 15th chief, Alexander Robertson, by 
the crown in 1784.  

During the late 18th and early 19th centuries, 
unlike many other Highland noblemen, the 
Robertson chiefs refused to 'clear' their estates of 
their clansmen in favour of the more profitable 
sheep. As a result of this policy and the heavy 
burden of taxation the clan lands were gradually 
sold off; although, in recent decades, much of the 
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old estate has been bought back. Only the family 
vault at Dunalastair is in the possession of the family 
of Struan; and the title Baron of Struan is still 
transferred through Dunalastair. 
  The Chief's Coat-of-Arms have three silver wolf 
heads on a blood red shield, supported by a serpent 
and a dove. These supporters identify the origin of 
the clan as being descendants of Saint Columba (521 
– 597 AD) who is also known as Colum Cille ( "dove 
of the church") who is most credited with 
introducing Christianity to the Scots. In Scots 
heraldry, the dove or Columba signifies descent 
from this Saint. Crinan, Abbot of Dunkeld, 
descended from Saint Columba which is recognized 
on the counter-seal of Dunkeld Cathedral, which 
shows Saint Columba enthroned on two wolves. 
King Alexander III's privy seal also contains the 
serpent and dove supporters with the proverb "Be 
wise as the serpent and gentle as the dove."  

  

Alexander Robertson 15th Chief (left) and Alexander Gilbert 
Robertson 23rd Chief of Clan Donnachaidh (Robertsons).  

Alexander Robertson of Bruach 
Piper to Skógræktarfélags 

      A few of the ancient and modern Robertson tartans. 
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Of Rocks and Boulders 
     Some may consider protection of natural 

landscapes and the objects in it as a relatively 
modern phenomenon. Not so, for example, in the 
19

th
 century there was a curious Committee for the 

Preservation of Stones for the purpose of getting 
schools and community leaders to participate in the 
process of protecting them.  

In the Proceedings of the Royal Society of 
Edinburgh: Volume VIII, November. 1872 scientific 
knowledge was applied to the preservation of 
landscapes. For example, John Robertson FRSE, the 
pre-eminent expert on boulders, conducted his 
survey of noteworthy boulders under the authority 
and provisions laid out by the Royal Society of 
Edinburgh’s Committee on Boulders:-  

 Here’s a couple of clips from his article:- 
 ‘Second Report by the Committee on Boulders appointed 
by the Society In April 1871, this committee was appointed 
for two purposes – to ascertain the districts in Scotland 
where boulders of interest were; the second, to point out 
such boulders as caution to the proprietors of the land on 
which they are situated to have them preserved. The 
Committee, in fulfillment of the first objectives, issued a 
number of schedules to the ministers (clergy) and 
schoolmasters of Scotch parishes. The answer received 
enabled the Committee to present a First interim Report to 
the Council of this Society; which Report was read at the 
meeting of the Society in April 1872.’ 
 

Below is a couple of extracts from Robertson’s 
Report on one rock – The Big Ordan Stone. 
“The Kingussie.-Boulder called “The Big Ordan Stone”   
said to be whinstone, situated on hill 5 miles S.W. of 
Kingussie, and 2 miles from Newtonmore Railway Station, 
on Belville estate and farm of Etteridge. Shape angular. 
Longer angular, S.S.W. on S.E. side. Has a deep hollow on 
top facing S.'W. Greatest length (viz., on S.E. side), 13 feet 
10 inches. Breadth at top, 8 feet 4 inches. Height, 8 feet 10 
inches. No similar rock in district. Height above sea from 
950 to 1000 feet. One legend is that Fingal used the Big 
Ordan Stone for a putting-stone, throwing it from Craig 
Dhu, on the opposite side of river Spey, so that when Fingal 
wished to drink out of the Spey, he put one foot on Craig 
Roy (a low shoulder of Craig Dhu) and the other on Ordan 
Hill, but finding Ordan too low, he threw the boulder from 
Craig Roy that he might put his foot on it. (John Robertson, 
Old Blair.)” 

Nowadays The Rock Committee of the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh has turned its attention to 
identifying rocks a long way, away on distant 
planets.   

ORDAN SHIOS, 
(Big Ordan Stone) 
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Badenoch & Strathspey 
As we drive northwards out of Atholl we move 

into traditional lands of clan MacPherson whose  
famous chief Cluny MacPherson who was a 
contemporary, good friend and neighbour of the 
poet chief Robertson of Strowan. 

The ancient bond of friendship between 
MacPhersons and Robertson exists between two St. 
John’s, Newfoundland residents – the author 
Alexander Robertson, and Dr. Alan G. MacPherson, 
Professor Emeritus Memorial University and the 
Clan MacPherson’s official historian. Both of us have 
a degree in geography.  

Alan has recently published A Days March To 
Ruin which is an extremely detailed account of the 
history of the men of Badenoch who marched in Col. 
Ewan MacPherson of Cluny’s regiment in ’45 
Jacobite rebellion and of the life of Colonel before, 
during and after the Rising. Cluny, as he was known, 
(like Robertson of Strowan) was a civilizing force in 
the Highlands and was reluctant to join the 
rebellion. But once he joined the cause he 
distinguished himself with valor and perseverance. 
But he was confrontational with inept Prince Charles 
(Bonny Prince Charlie). After the rebellion Cluny hid 
among the hills of Badenoch and was thought to be 
hording and occasional dispensing the Prince’s gold 
before fleeing into exile in Dunkirk, France.  Cluny is 
supposed to have buried half the gold (used to fund 
the Rebellion) and Dr. Archibald Cameron buried the 
other half in Argyllshire. Someday I shall point out 
the locations where to find Prince Charlie’s Gold. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In Badenoch and Strathspey we begin to see a lot 
more the Caledonian Pine forest – both natural and 
planted. In the 17

th
 century there was a great deal 

more Caledonian pine in the region. For example, in 
1732, Alexander Robertson, writing from the Barony 
of Struan - “that cradle o’ hie and michty race o’ 
Kings”- to a prospective timber merchant notes that 
“Charles Robertson in Perth tells me you want 100 
trees, 20 feet long – I am willing to serve all 
mankind.”  Rannoch, where the Robertson chief’s 
live, still has natural and planted forests, but not so 
much native pine forest. In fact, compared to 
ancient times, there is very little of original 
Caledonian Pine left. Some blame the Romans and 
timber merchants. But recently, its demise 
apparently has more to do with foraging wild beasts 
and latterly large flocks of sheep feeding on the 
natural regeneration plus fire. Others blame it on 
mythical folklore. For example Alexander MacBain, 
born in Glenfeshie, Badenoch in 1855, who was 
rector of the Inverness High School and a Gaelic 
scholar of note, recounts two stories on the 
disappearance of the Caledonian Forest in his article  
‘The Lordship of Badenoch’.  

The first story:- “The bogs yield abundant remains 

of the once magnificent forest that covered hillside and 
glen, and the charred logs prove that fire was the chief 
agent of destruction. The tradition of the country has it that 
the wicked Queen Mary set fire to the old Badenoch forest. 
She felt offended at her husband's pride in the great 
forest ‐ he had asked once on his home return how his 
forests were before he asked about her. So she came north, 
took her station on the top of Stron‐na Bhruinn ‐ the 
Queen's Ness ‐ above Glenfeshie, and there gave orders to 
set the woods on fire. And her orders were obeyed. The 
Badenoch forest was set burning, and the Queen, Nero‐like, 
enjoyed the blaze from her point of vantage. But many 
glens and nooks escaped, and Rothiernurchus was left 
practically intact.”  

The second story:- “The Sutherlandshire version of 

the story is different and more mythic. The king of Lochlain 
was envious of the great woods of Scotland; the pine 
forests especially roused his jealous ire. So he sent his 
muime, a witch and a monster, whose name was Dubh‐
Ghiubhais, and she set the forests on fire in the north. She 
kept herself aloft among the clouds, and rained down fire 
on the woods, which burnt on with alarming rapidity. 
People tried to get at the witch, but she never showed 
herself, but kept herself enveloped in a cloud of smoke. 
When she had burned as far as Badenoch, a clever man of 
that district devised a plan for compassing her destruction. 
He gathered together cattle of all kinds and their young; 
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then he separated the lambs from the sheep, the calves 
from the cows, and the young generally from their dams; 
then such a noise of bleating, lowing, neighing, and general 
Babel arose to the heavens that Dubh‐Ghiubhais popped 
her head out of the cloud to see what was wrong. This was 
the moment for action. The Badenoch man was ready for it; 
he had his gun loaded with the orthodox six pence; he fired, 
and down came the Dubh‐Ghiubhais, a lifeless lump! So a 
part of the great Caledonian forest was saved among the 
Grampian hills in Badenoch.” 

 Naturally, one cannot easily ignore the Wolf of 
Badenoch. Real wolves have a vicious reputation as do 
many rulers. But none so mean and cruel as The Wolf of 
Badenoch -  Alexander Stewart, third son of King Robert II. 

Again we rely on Alexander McBain’s article referring 
to the Wolf:-  

“In 1371, Alexander was made Lord of Badenoch by 
his father and also Earl of Buchan.  In 1387 he became Earl 
of Ross through his marriage with the Countess Euphame. 
His power was therefore immense; he was the king's 
lieutenant and ruled the North with such ferocity he is 
known to this day as "Wolf of Badenoch" such that few can 
remember his Christian names. The Wolf of Badenoch's 
dealings with his inferiors in his lordship are not known; but 
that he allowed lawlessness to abound may be inferred 
from the feuds that produce the Battle of Invernahavon (ca. 
1386), and culminated in the remarkable conflict on the 
North Insh of Perth in 1396. We are not in much doubt as to 
his conduct morally and ecclesiastically. He had five 
natural-born sons -- Alexander, Earl of Mar, Andrew, 
Walter, James, and Duncan -- a regular Wolf's brood for 
sanguinary embroilments. He had a chronic quarrel with 
Alexander Bur, Bishop of Moray, which culminated in the 
burning of Elgin Cathedral in 1390. But in nearly every case 
the Bishop by the terrors of the Curse of Rome, gained his 
point. In 1380, the Wolf cited the Bishop to appear before 
him at the Standing Stones of the Rathe of Easter Kingussie 
(apud le standard stanys de le Rathe de Kynguey estir) on 
the 10th October, to show his titles to the lands held in the 
Wolf's lordship of Badenoch, viz., the lands of 
Logachnacheny (Laggan), Ardinche (Balnespick, etc.), 
Kinguey, the lands of the Chapels of Rate and Nachtan, 
Kyncardyn, and also Gartinengally.  

      The Bishop protested, at a court held at Inverness, 
against the citation, and urged that the said lands were 
held of the King direct. But the Wolf held his court on the 
10th October: the Bishop standing "extra curiam"-- outside 
the court, i.e., the Standing Stones -- renewed his protest, 
but to no avail. But upon the next day before dinner, and in 
the great chamber behind the hall in the Castle of Ruthven, 
the Wolf annulled the proceedings of the previous day, and 
gave the rolls of Court to the Bishop's notary, who certified 
that he put them in a large fire lighted in the said chamber, 
which consumed them. In 1381, the Wolf formally quits 
claims on the above-mentioned church lands, but in 1383 

the Bishop granted him the wide domain of Rothiemurchus 
-- "Rathmorchus, viz., sex davatas terre quas habemus in 
Strathspe et la Badenach" -- six davochs of land it was. The 
later quarrels of the Wolf and the Bishop are notorious in 
Scottish history: the Wolf seized the Bishop's lands, and 
was excommunicated, in return for which he burnt the 
towns of Forres and Elgin, with the Church of St. Giles, the 
maison dieu, the Cathedral, and eighteen houses of the 
canons in 1390. For this he had to do penance in the 
Blackfriars Church at Perth. He died in 1394, and is buried 
in Dunkeld where he has a handsome tomb and effigy “ 

There may still be some two-legged wolves in 
Badenoch, but there’s not a four-legged wolf. Who killed 
the last wolf is a hefty thesis by itself.  Suffice to note that 
Ewan Cameron of Lochiel is said to have shot the last wolf 
in 1680. In fact, in 1818, London Museum auctioned off a 
`Wolf-a noble animal in a large glass case’.  

Of other wild animals in Badenoch it is worth quoting  
Bellenden’s, translation of Hector Boece (1536), noting 
that there were `wild hors' along with the `Wolffis' in the 
Caledonian forests; and says of the wolves that they were ` 
rycht noysum to the tame bestial in all parts of Scotland.' 
Sir Robert Gordon," says that the forests then were 'full of 
reid deer and roes, Woulffs, foxes, wyld catts, brocks, 
skyurells, whittrets, weasels, otters martrixes, hares and 
fumarts'. And that “In 1621 the reward paid in that county 
for killing a wolf was, by Statute, £6 13s 4d.”  

About the wildest creature one is likely to see 
in Badenoch these days is a herd of beautiful Garran  
horses, such as those below Ben Dhu, Newtonmore. 
The Garran (Highland Pony) was the preferred horse 
for Knights wearing heavy armour!  
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THE JACOBITES 
The Jacobites take their name from Jacobus, 

the Latin form of James: specifically James VII of 
Scotland, II of England and II of Ireland. James lost 
these thrones in the so-called ‘Glorious Revolution’ 
in 1688. The Jacobites objective was to restore the 
Catholic Stuart Dynasty to the Throne after he was 
deposed by act of Parliament during the Glorious 
Revolution (also called the Bloodless Revolution).  

The reason for deposing King James was that 
he fathered a son, James Francis Edward Stuart. Had 
he not, then his daughter Mary, a Protestant, the 
wife of Dutch-born William of Orange would be 
Queen. In parliament the Tories and Whigs joined 
forces and set out to resolve the crisis by inviting 
William of Orange to England. Consequently, Mary II 
jointly with William succeeded to the British Throne.  

The result was a series of three major Jacobite 
uprisings between 1688 and 1746 – known as the  
“First” in1688, the “Second” in 1715 following the 
succession George I of the House of Hanover in 
1714, which sparked  “The Forty-Five” in 1745-46 led 
by James’ son Charles Edward Stuart (the Young 
Pretender) who was defeated at the Battle of 
Culloden in 1746 which ended forever the prospect 
of a Stuart restoration.   

In the intervening period between the ’15 and 
’45 rebellions, Major General Wade had returned 
home from the European wars, to join in the 
suppression of the Jacobite Rising of 1715. He also 
became Member of Parliament for Hindon from 
1715 to 1722 and Member of Parliament for Bath 
from 1722 to 1747.    

In 1724, King George sent Wade Scotland to 
assess the situation. Wade submitted 
recommendations for the construction of barracks, 
bridges and proper roads in the Highlands. Within a 
month he was appointment Commander-in-Chief of 
His Majesty's forces, castles, forts and barracks in 
North Britain, and tasked with carrying out his own 
recommendations. Between 1725 and 1737 Wade 
directed the construction of about 400 km of roads, 
plus 40 bridges - including the beautiful Tay Bridge 
at Aberfeldy. General Wade's military roads linked 
the garrisons at Ruthven, Fort George, Fort 
Augustus, and Fort William. He also organized a 
militia named "Highland Watches", calling on 
members of the landed gentry. He raised the first six 
companies in 1725 (three of Campbells and one 

each of Frasers, Grants, and Munros). He raised four 
more in 1739, which he reorganized as the still 
famous Black Watch Regiment. Wade’s public status 
was such that he had been commended in a song, 
the tune of which became the British National 
Anthem ‘God Save the Queen’ 

“Lord, grant that Marshal Wade, 
May by thy mighty aid, 
Victory bring. 
May he sedition hush and like a torrent rush, 
Rebellious Scots to crush, 
God save the King.” 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Despite being a leading Jacobite, the 

poet-chief Alexander Robertson was admired by 
Wade. Such good-will between General and Chief 
that the latter honored Wade with the poem:-  

General George Wade 
Commander-in-Chief of the Forces 

Wade considered Aberfeldy Bridge to be his best 

achievement in Scotland. 
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Tay-Bridge to Her Founder 
Long had old Scotia dissolution fear’d 

Till you, her kind suspicious Star appear’d, 
But soon as the celestial pow’r came down, 
To smile on labour, and on sloth to frown, 

Scotia, reviving, raised her drooping Crown; 
Discord and barrenness confess their doom, 

One close’d her feuds, and t’other op’d her womb; 
 

Rocks inaccessible a passage know, 
And men inur’d to arms address the plough. 

No less surprising was the daring scheme 
That fix’d my station in this rapid stream! 

The North and South rejoice to see me stand, 
Uniting, in my function, hand in hand, 

Commerce and concord, life of ev’ry land. 
 

But---who could force rough Nature thus to ply, 
Becalm the torrents, and make rocks to fly? 

What art, what temper, and what manly toil, 
Could smooth the rudest sons of Britain’s Isle? 

Methinks the readers anxious till he’s told, 
That Wade was skillful, and that Wade was bold. 

Thus shall his name for Britain’s glory rise, 
Till Sun and Moon shall tumble from the skies. 

 
By: The Honorable Alexander Robertson of Strowan: 
History & Martial Achievements of the Robertson’s of 
Strowan : Reprint 1785.  
 

Another Tribute to General Wade in the 
collection of Struan’s poems is:- 
MacDonald the Bard’s Salutation to General Wade 
Hail’ fav’rite of Great Britain’s Throne, 
Prime executor of the law! 
Whose skill and foreword zeal alone 
Could fierceness to submission draw. 
Thro’ rugged rocks you forced a way, 
Where trade and commerce are now found, 
The indigent look brisk and gay, 
Since plenty does thro’ you abound. 
The steepest mountain opes her womb, 
To let her sons and Hero meet; 
Who could have dream’d it was her doom, 
E’er to have vy’d with London Street.  
 

Wade was a skilled politician such that he was 
able to befriend many of the highland chiefs – no 
doubt by catering to their self-interest, such as 
employment of their clansmen in the construction 
roads and bridges and, of course, with his power of 
the purse, to buy local produce and army supplies.  

Of course, a clan chief would find it hard to 
argue with this benevolent General with a standing 

army of 10, 000 men who, incidentally, earned extra 
pay working on the road squads alongside the locals. 
Wade laid his roads out along the ancient drove 
roads because they were the most efficient routes 
for driving cattle and for commerce. Apparently, it 
had not occurred to him that, later in ’45 rebellion, 
these roads aided the Jacobite army to traverse the 
highlands at a relatively great speed. Many of these 
roads, though much improved, are still used today 
as are his many fine bridges. In fact, The High Road 
to Inverness from Dunkeld, to Inverness i.e., the A9 
is mostly General Wade’s Road.  

Another major tool he had was the authority to 
grant pardons to Jacobites chiefs in the ’15 rising; 
among them the 13

th
 Chief Robertson of Strowan 

(Struan). General Wade, by diplomacy, was able to 
pacify much of the highlands while he was in 
command. General Wade built the famous military 
roads to ease the government army’s marches 
across Scotland. Wade chose to follow drover’s 
tracks while building a road near Ardverikie over the 
Corriearraick Moor - traces of his original road can 
still be seen. Unfortunately this also provided an 
easy route for the clans rallying to the standard of 
Bonnie Prince Charlie on their way down to 
Edinburgh!  

Wade was also known to be quite forgiving of 
the poor. For example, there’s a tale that, when he 
was in a disreputable house, his valuable snuff box 
went missing. He exploded with rage and demanded 
that every man present should submit to being 
searched. Then he was approached by a poor, but 
well-bred, gentleman who asked for a word in 
private. The man produced half a chicken from his 
pocket. He had fallen on hard times. He had been 
given the fowl by a sympathetic waiter and would 
eat it the following day. He did not wish the shame 
of his predicament to be exposed in public but the 
general was welcome to frisk him. Wade gave him a 
hundred pounds - nearly 10 years wages for a 
private soldier - and then found the snuff box in 
another pocket of his own coat.  

Wade also had many great surveyors, map 
makers at his disposal. Lt. Henry Bastide went on to 
become Major General and chief engineer for North 
America under General Wolfe. General Wolfe, when 
a Lt., built the road along the west side of Loch 
Lomond, which is still used today.  
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Naturally, Wade’s first task upon landing at 
Fort George near Inverness was to determine the 
potential strength of the Highland clans. Basically, 
the numbers in black were clans that apparently did 
not participate in ’15 rebellion or at least 
surrendered to General Wade in 1725 under the 
terms of the disarming act. Those with red numbers 
joined the ’45 rebellion, noting the Duke of Atholl’s 
and Earl of Breadalbane’s men joined the rebellion 
without their leader. Also note that the legendary 
Rob Roy MacGregor had his own men independent 
of the Glengyle MacGregors. A detailed map of each 
clan’s territory was produced with the number of 
fighting age men written onto it was prepared.   

On the next page, is General Wade’s beautiful 
map with his roads superimposed upon it. Many of 
these are more or less currently paved over A and B 
class roads throughout the Highlands that we travel 
on today.  
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A map of the King’s Roads, made by his Excellency General Wade in the 

Highlands of Scotland. Thomas Widley, 1746… 
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RUTHVEN BARRACKS, KINGUSSIE 
Following the second Jacobite rising in 1715 to 

restore the Stuarts to the throne, a series of new 
forts were built around Scotland and completed in 
1721-22.  Ruthven Barracks is the best preserved of 
these forts. In the 1745 uprising, 200 Jacobites tried 
unsuccessfully to capture the barracks which was 
defended by a force of just 12 Hanoverian (Redcoat) 
soldiers commanded by Sergeant Molloy. The 
redcoats fought off the Jacobites with the loss of 
one - Sergeant Molloy – whose death was mourned 
by both sides. However, in February 1746, with a 
larger force and better artillery, the Jacobites under 
the command of Col. Cluny MacPherson succeeded 
in occupying the barracks.   

On the 17th April 1746, the day after the Battle 
of Culloden, when the Jacobites were defeated, 
about 3,000 of them retreated to Ruthven Barracks.  
But, Bonnie Prince Charlie had fled from Scotland, 
leaving the Jacobites leaderless. So Cluny set fire to 
the barracks and dispersed his soldiers to avoid 
capture by the Hanoverian soldiers.  

Besides military drawings (dated 1717), there 
is a sketch of Innersnait (Inversnaid) by the famous 
Scottish landscape painter Alexander Nasmyth, who, 

with his engineer/inventor father, seeded Craig a 
Barns in Dunkeld with a cannon, and the photo of 
Ruthven show that both barracks and at least two 
others were built to the same plan.  

The stables on the west side of Ruthven 
barracks were added in 1734 to house 28 horses for 
dragoons.  

Neither Ruthven nor Inversnaid have seen 
military action since the rebellion 1746. 

 
 
  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

© National Library of Scotland 
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Col. Cluny MacPherson, Chief of Clan Chattan 

The view from Cluny’s Cage at Nessintully, Ben alder. 

Photo: Dr. Alan Macpherson 

 
After the defeat of the Jacobites at Culloden   

and their brief occupation of Ruthven, Cluny’ hid in 
the glens mostly in the vast MacPherson estates for 
nine years. All that time the government forces 
continually searched for him, but in vain. He 
eventually escaped to France with his family.  

In Prof. MacPherson’s book A Day’s March to 
Ruin– which deals only with the facts,– notes that 
“Benalder and Meall Chuaich, both “high level hill 
shealling”  grounds, were uninhabitable during the 
winter; Cluny spent his winters relatively free to 
move in Badenoch society in the winter towns, free 
of military presence Such was the loyalty of his 
clansmen that, although they knew where Cluny was 
hiding, they never betrayed him. His most favourite 
hiding place was Cluny’s Cage at Nessintully on Ben 
Alder – that is, until someone discovered he was 
living there”.  

Nevertheless, Cluny’s success in alluding 
government search parties is the stuff of legends 
and he is immortalized in at least two great classic 
novels - Sir Walter Scott’s Tales of Grandfather and 
Robert Louis Stevenson’s Kidnapped.  

While he was in France he kept in contact with 
his old friends the likes of Duncan Mor (Big Duncan) 
Robertson of Drumachine, 14th Chief of Clan  
Robertson. Duncan Mor Robertson was the Colonel 
of an Atholl Brigade and also Governor of Atholl 
during the Jacobite army’s campaign in England.  

 After Culloden he was advised to stay in 
Scotland to secure his succession to the chief’s 
estates. Like Cluny, he was forced to spend seven 
years hiding out in Atholl and beyond before 
escaping to France and meeting up with his dear 
friend and comrade-in-arms Cluny. Cluny died in 
Dunkirk, 30th of January, 1764.   

  

Cluny’s cage on Ben Alder 
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One other famous - some would say infamous- 
MacPherson worth mentioning is James 
MacPherson who claimed to have written one of 
great literary classics The Poems of Ossian. "The 
Poems of Ossian" published 1760's which created a 
sensation as poem of great antiquity and was 
translated into many languages, and gave a 
tremendous boost to the study of Celtic folklore and 
languages. Goethe translated parts into German; 
Napoleon took a copy to Moscow and also 
commissioned Ingres to paint The Dream of Ossian; 
Scandinavian and German princes were named 
Oscar after the character in it, as was Oscar Wilde.   

 The city of Selma in Alabama, USA, is named 
after the palace of Fingal. Writers as diverse as 
William Blake, Henry Thoreau, George Byron, Sir 
Walter Scott, Elizabeth Barrett Browning and 
Matthew Arnold praised or imitated it. Felix 
Mendelssohn, Franz Schubert and Johannes Brahms 
composed pieces inspired by it. But it is little known 
today. 

Macpherson said Ossian was a translation of 
an ancient manuscript in Scottish Gaelic which had 
come into his possession, and which was a copy of 
an original work written by Ossian. However, for half 
a century there was great controversy as to the real 
author. Notables, like Samuel Johnson, said that it 
was not an ancient work, but that of Macpherson 
himself. The Ossian manuscript, if there was one, 
never appeared. However, recent research 
concluded that work is at least based partly on 
genuine Highland traditions.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ossian’s Cave at the Hermitage   

near Dunkeld is a folly 
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Alan MacPherson 

The native Caledonian forest covered over one 
and a half million hectares of the Scottish Highlands 
only a few centuries ago. So it is with great pleasure 
that we begin to appreciate Caledonia by the 
plantations of Caledonian pine along the roadside.   

 
But, at Glenmore and Loch Morlich, and 

Rothiemurchus there is natural pine forest. Here, 
the native pine thrives in the cooler north of Britain, 
the forest was part of a distinct ecosystem and 
supported many different species. Today, largely as 
a result of human activity, less than 1% of the 
ancient Caledonian pine forest remains. And those 
are fragmented and many of its native plant & 
wildlife species are threatened or are long extinct. 

 

Rothiemurchus is a famous Caledonian native 
pine forest – and arguably the most studied of them.  
The late, great Icelandic conservationist Sir Magnus 
Magnusson KBE noted "Rothiemurchus, gateway to 
the Cairngorms, has become a name which is 
etched deep in the consciousness of Scotland and 
which holds an exceptional place in the natural 
history of the nation.” 

Sir Magnus should know, he was the founder 
and director of Scottish Natural Heritage – a 

powerful department of the Scottish Government 
that has been of enormous benefit to the 
preservation of Scotland’s Natural Heritage – thanks 
to Magnus who was born in Reykjavik but Grew up 
in Edinburgh.  

Whether sightseeing, hiking, biking, or skiing, 
the mountains and forests of the Cairngorms is 
wonderful to live in and visit. 
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WELCOME TO INVERNESS 
Gateway to the Viking’s shortcut to the Hebrides 

Inverness is the capital o’ the highland and 
Islands and entrance to the Viking’s shortcut to the 
Hebrides and was a Royal Burgh up until 2001 when 
it was declared Scotland's newest city. Its website 
informs us that:-   

 “History and heritage has a long history, 
having evolved from an ancient fort to the Capital of 
the Highlands. The city and the surrounding area is 
now home to 65,000 people, but it was much smaller 
when St Columba visited the Royal Court of the 
Pictish King Brude (or Bridei) in 565AD. Legend has it 
that, in 1040, Macbeth – of Viking descent from 
Dingwall (old þingvellir) built his castle, on the site of 
Auld Castle hill where he is murdered King Duncan at 
his which stood In 1158 King David of Scotland 
awarded Inverness its charter as a Royal Burgh. In 
1307, King Robert the Bruce seized the first of the 
city's five castles from English forces and, in 1562 
Mary Queen of Scots had the Governor of Inverness 
Castle hanged for refusing her entry to the Burgh. 
Nearby, Bonnie Prince Charlie and his Jacobite troops 
were defeated in the famous Battle of Culloden - the 

last battle on British soil - in 1746. Thereafter, Fort 
George - now considered the finest 18th century fort 
in Europe - was established just outside the city. In 
1822 the spectacular Caledonian Canal was 
completed by Thomas Telford, linking Inverness to 
the west coast of Scotland. In 1921 Inverness Town 
House hosted a historic meeting of the British 
Cabinet- the only Cabinet meeting of the British 
Government ever held outside London.”   
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In 1652-1657, during the English occupation of 

Scotland, Cromwell's men built a citadel in Inverness 
which was demolished in 1662. Today only the clock 
tower (Cromwell's Clock tower) remains.  

Ever since St Columba converted Brude, the 
King of the Picts, at his fortress near the River Ness 
in 565 AD, Christianity has played an important role 
in the life of Inverness. The church spires which are 
such a feature of the riverside are testimony to the 
city's Christian heritage.  

The church spires along the River Ness, are 
feature of Inverness. There are nine churches 
representing Presbyterian (Church of Scotland and 
Free Church of Scotland), Roman Catholic, 
Episcopalian (Anglican) and Methodist.  

There are very pleasant promenades on both 
side of the river. On the south side are the Castle 
and the main commercial and administrative centre 
with the Highland Mall.  

 
 

 
There is also a beautiful Memorial garden 

honoring Edith Cavell the Nurse and below the 
castle there’s an avenue lined with trees.  

 

On the north side, it’s the architecture that 
catches you attention, particularly the church spires.  

 


